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iAbstract
In this thesis we develop an e�cient decomposition method for large-scale con-vex cost multi-commodity network ow problems. The coupling constraints aremoved to the objective function via augmented Lagrangian terms. A nonlinearJacobi algorithm is then used to solve the resulting program in parallel in afork-join manner. Several approaches to solving the coordination problem (cor-responding to the join phase) are investigated. In particular, a coordinationmethod is developed that combines excellent parallel e�ciency and low com-munication overhead with a good empirical rate of convergence. Parallel imple-mentations of the algorithm on a Thinking Machines CM-5 supercomputer anda cluster of workstations running PVM demonstrate that it is competitive or su-perior to the best known methods. We are able to solve linear multi-commodityproblems with over 200,000 variables in less than 15 minutes.The speci�c form of the non-strictly-convex subproblems (corresponding tothe fork phase) motivates us to develop a relaxation method for separable con-vex network ow problems that is well-suited for problems with large variationsin the magnitude of the nonlinear cost terms. The arcs are partitioned into twosets, one of which contains only arcs corresponding to strictly convex costs. Thealgorithm adjusts ows on the other arcs whenever possible, and terminates withprimal-dual pairs that satisfy complementary slackness on the strictly convex



iiarc set and �-complementary slackness on the remaining arcs. An asynchronousparallel variant of the method is also developed. Computational results demon-strate that the method is signi�cantly more e�cient on quadratic ill-conditionednetworks than existing methods, solving problems with several thousand non-linear arcs in one second or less.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 OverviewIn this chapter we introduce the multi-commodity network ow problem andbriey discuss existing decomposition approaches that are amenable to paral-lelization.In section 1.2 we formulate the problem under consideration and discusssome applications. In section 1.3 we review several approaches to decomposingthe problem and the corresponding solution strategies. These decompositionmethods are broadly classi�ed into price-directive and resource-directive meth-ods. The �nal section 1.4 introduces the decomposition approach taken in thisthesis and briey discusses the type of subproblem it generates.



21.2 Problem de�nition and applicationsWe consider the solution of the multi-commodity network ow problem(MC) using a parallel computer. MC is a special case of the general block-angular program:minimizex F (x1; x2; : : : ; xK)A1x1 = b1A2x2 = b2. . . AKxK = bKD1x1 + D2x2 + : : : + DKxK � d0 � xi � ui; i = 1; : : : ; K
(1)

Here Ai are mi � ni node-arc incidence matrices, Di are m0 � ni matrices, xiand ui are elements of Rni , bi are elements of Rmi and d is in Rm0 . We de�neBi := fy j Aiy = bi; 0 � y � uigand B := B1 � : : : � BK . We further assume that the non-zero columns ofeach Di are a subset of the columns of the identity matrix Im0 . The functionF : Rn1+n2+:::+nK 7! R is convex. When F (x1; x2; : : : ; xK) is block separablewe will use the expression PKi=1 fi(xi) instead. We will be primarily interestedin the linear MC, i.e. fi(xi) � cTi xi. We denote the concatenation of vectorsx1; x2; : : : ; xK by x and the matrix [D1D2 : : :DK] by D.We assume that problem (1) is solvable.



3In MC the node-arc incidence matrices Ai; i = 1; : : : ; K are often the sameand represent a common network shared by K commodities, each subject to sep-arate supply/demand constraints. The coupling constraints Dx � d representsharing of a common resource d by the commodities.In multi-commodity network ow models commodities may correspond toseparate physical goods or alternatively, to separate origin-destination pairs fora single physical good. The �rst model is typical for applications such as rail-road transportation networks or computer networks. The second type frequentlyarises in communication and distribution/transportation networks. Other ap-plications of MC include optimal deployment of resources (Kaplan 1973), VLSIcircuit layout (Korte 1988) and multi-product multi-stage production-inventoryplanning (Evans 1977).1.3 Overview of parallel decomposition methodsIn this section we briey describe several approaches to decomposing MC forparallel solution. The �rst four methods share some price-directive elements.We have chosen to present them based on the fact that they have been suc-cessfully used to solve large instances of MC on parallel computers. The cor-responding numerical results will be used as a basis for comparison with themethod developed in this thesis and will appear in Chapter 4. To present amore complete picture of parallel decomposition methods, we discuss in the lastsubsection some resource-directive based approaches.



41.3.1 The Dantzig-Wolfe methodDantzig-Wolfe decomposition (Dantzig &Wolfe 1960) is a classical price-directivesolution approach for linear block-angular programs. Let Xi and Si be matriceswhose columns are the extreme points and the extreme rays of Bi, respectively.Then xi 2 Bi () xi = Xi�i + Si�i; eT�i = 1; �i � 0; �i � 0and consequently an equivalent formulation of MC isminimize�;� PKi=1 cTi Xi�i +PKi=1 cTi Si�isubject to PKi=1DiXi�i +PKi=1DiSi�i + s = deT�i = 1; i = 1; : : : ; K� � 0; � � 0; s � 0 (2)
where s is a vector of slack variables.Dantzig-Wolfe uses a column generation technique to solve (2). Pricing in (2)amounts to solving the subproblemsminimizexi2Bi (ci �DTi p)Txi � qiby an extreme point algorithm. Here p and qi are the current values of the dualvariables in (2). If a subproblem j has a negative optimal value and optimalsolution point x̂j then the component of �j corresponding to x̂j is a candidate forbasis entry in (2) (similarly for unbounded subproblems and components of �j).Once an entering variable is identi�ed, the corresponding column is generated,updated and a pivot in (2) (an update of the basis inverse) is performed.



5A fork-join parallel implementation of the method where one processor isdedicated to solving the master problem and another K processors solve thesubproblems independently is described in (De Leone, Meyer, Kontogiorgis,Zakarian & Zakeri 1994). Unfortunately the master program may become rela-tively dense resulting in master solution times dominating subproblem solutiontimes and ultimately, decreased parallel e�ciency.1.3.2 Linear-quadratic penalty algorithmZenios, P�nar & Dembo (1991) develop a decomposition for MC based on pe-nalizing the violation of the coupling constraints via a smoothed exact penaltyfunction. The smooth penalty version of MC can be written in the formminimizex2B ��;� = KXi=1 fi(xi) + � m0Xj=1�(�; yj) (3)where yj = (Dx� d)j and the linear-quadratic penalty function � is given by�(�; t) := 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: 0 if t � 0t22� if 0 � t � �t� �2 if t � �The linear-quadratic penalty function is a \smoothing" function and is fur-ther discussed by Chen & Mangasarian (1994). It is a convex continuously dif-ferentiable function and thus allows solution of (3) using smooth optimizationtechniques. The linearity of � for t � � allows solutions of (3) to approximate so-lutions of MC arbitrarily well as �! 0 with the penalty parameter � remainingbounded.



6Problem (3) is non-separable. To make it amenable to parallel computation,it is linearized thus generatingK independent linear network ow problems. De-scent directions generated by these subproblems are communicated to a masterproblem based on simplicial decomposition. The master (which tends to domi-nate total solution time) involves heavy dense linear algebra computations andconsequently the linear-quadratic penalty method bene�ts greatly when imple-mented for a vector supercomputer.1.3.3 Barrier methodsSchultz & Meyer (1991) consider a logarithmic barrier version of MC. Given acurrent iterate xt 2 B the next iterate xt+1 is taken as the solution of the shiftedbarrier problemminimizex2B F (x; �; �) := KXi=1 fi(xi)� � m0Xj=1 log (� �Dx)j (4)where the barrier � is such that Dx < �.The solution method consists of three phases. In the �rst phase, a pointx0 2 B is found. The second phase seeks to �nd a feasible solution of MC byholding � constant and shifting the barrier � towards d:�t+1j = 8>><>>: dj if (Dxt � d)j < 0�(Dxt)j + (1� �)�tj otherwiseThe �nal phase tries to approximate optimal solutions of MC by keeping � = dand reducing the barrier term by letting � ! 0.



7To decompose problem (4) by commodity, Schultz & Meyer linearize (4)around xt. The resulting subproblems (which also employ trust region con-straints) generate descent directions for each block in parallel. These directionsare then used by a multi-dimensional line-search master procedure to �nd ap-proximate solutions of (4).The method is further developed by Zakeri (1995) who proposes replacingthe master problem of (Schultz & Meyer 1991) by a collection of (smaller)coordinating problems that can be solved simultaneously thus improving theparallel e�ciency of the original method.1.3.4 Method of alternating directionsKontogiorgis (1994) specializes the Alternating Directions method originallyof (Glowinski & Marrocco 1975) for the parallel solution of MC. The AlternatingDirections method seeks to solve the non-smooth programming problemminimizex;z G1(x) +G2(z)subject to Ax + b = Bz (5)where G1 and G2 are extended-valued real proper convex functions by minimiz-ing the Augmented LagrangianL�(x; z; p) := G1(x) +G2(z) + pT (Ax + b� Bz) + �2kAx+ b�Bzk22repeatedly in a block Gauss-Seidel fashion:xt+1 2 argminx L�(x; zt; pt)



8zt+1 2 argminz L�(xt+1; z; pt)pt+1 = pt + �rpL�(xt+1; zt+1; pt)The Activity-and-Resource Proximization splitting of (Kontogiorgis 1994)casts MC in the form of (5) by introducing variables ~d1; : : : ; ~dK representing theallocation of the common resource d to the commodities and de�ninghi(xi) := 8>><>>: fi(xi) if Aixi = bi and 0 � xi � ui+1 otherwise,G1(x1; : : : ; xK; ~d1; : : : ; ~dK) := 8>><>>: PKi=1 hi(xi) if Dixi � ~di 8i+1 otherwise,and G2(y1; : : : ; yK; d1; : : : ; dK) := 8>><>>: 0 if PKi=1 di = d+1 otherwise.The matrices A and B and the vector b in (5) are taken to be identity matricesand zero, respectively. The linear constraints of (5) thus become simply xi =yi; ~di = di 8i.In (Kontogiorgis 1994) two other splittings for MC are introduced|the Re-source Proximization splitting and the Activity Proximization splitting. Theyturn out to be in general computationally superior to ARP mainly due to thesmaller dimension of the quadratic subproblems solved at each iteration of theAlternating Directions algorithm.



91.3.5 Resource-Directive decompositionIn resource-directive decomposition the common resource d is split among thecommodities. Then the problem is decomposed into K independent min-costnetwork ow problems that have the same network constraints as the originalMC but with upper bounds on the ow variables adjusted to account for theportions of the common resource assigned to each commodity. Information fromoptimizing these subproblems is then used to adjust the splitting of d amongthe commodities. Consider the problemszi(yi) := min ffi(xi) j xi 2 Bi; Dixi � yig (6)for i = 1; : : : ; K and let �(y1; y2; : : : ; yK) := KXi=1 zi(yi)Then MC is equivalent tominimizey1;y2;:::;yK �(y1; y2; : : : ; yK)subject to PKi=1 yi = dyi � 0; i = 1; : : : ; K (7)Since � is, in general, a convex non-di�erentiable function, the above prob-lem needs to be attacked using non-smooth optimization techniques.Bundle methodsDe Leone, Gaudioso & Monaco (1992) develop a bundle-type method for (7). In



10the case of the linear problem it is possible to show that if x̂i is an �i-optimal solu-tion point and �i are the corresponding multipliers for the constraints Dixi � yiin (6) for each i then g = (�1; �2; : : : ; �K) is an �-subgradient of �(y1; y2; : : : ; yK)where � = PKi=1 �i. Also h = PKi=1 fi(x̂i) is within � of the objective functionvalue �(y1; y2; : : : ; yK).The algorithm maintains a \bundle" of information triplets (yl; hl; gl) com-puted at previous time-steps l 2 I. A tentative change for the resource splittingyt at the current time-step t is then given by the optimal solution point s ofminimizev;s v + 12�ksk2subject to v � gtT s� �tv � glT s� �l; l 2 I (8)where � > 0 and �l = 2�l + ht � hl � glT (yt � yl):If the tentative new iterate yt+1=2 := yt + s provides su�cient decrease in thevalue of �, then it becomes the next iterate yt+1. Otherwise, (yt+1=2; ht+1=2; gt+1=2)is added to the bundle I and (8) is re-optimized. Termination occurs when theoptimal solution point v of (8) becomes small in magnitude.A bundle approach has also been used by Medhi (1987) to optimize theRockafellar dual maxp�0 (pTd+ KXi=1 minxi2Bi nfi(xi)� pTDixio)of MC in parallel using the fact that the inner minimization is separable byblock.



111.4 The augmented Lagrangian decompositionAugmented Lagrangian decomposition has been successfully used (Ruszczy�nski1993b) for solving large-scale block angular programs arising in the deterministicformulation of multi-stage stochastic programs.The T -stage stochastic program has the form:minx1 �c1x1 + E�2 �minx2 �c2x2 + E�3j�2(minx3 c3x3 + � � �+ E�T j�2;:::;�T�1 minxT cTxT )���subject to A1x1 = b1B2x1 + A2x2 = b2B3x2 + A3x3 = b3. . . ...BTxT�1 + ATxT = bT (9)
0 � xt � ut; t = 1; : : : T;where �t = (At;Bt;bt; ct); t = 2; : : : ; Tare random variables drawn from some probability space, E� denotes mathe-matical expectation with respect to � and xt are stochastic decision variables.In the deterministic formulation of (9) only a �nite number of possible re-alizations of each random variable �t are considered. A scenario s 2 
 is arealization of the random variable (�2; �3; : : : ; �T ). The sequential decision pro-cess evident in (9) can now be modeled by a scenario tree whose nodes at levelt � 2 correspond to the possible realizations of �t and whose root corresponds



12to the (deterministic) data (A1; b1; c1). Every scenario in 
 can be associatedwith a speci�c path from the root to a leaf node in the scenario tree.We now introduce the split-variable deterministic formulation of (9) (Rock-afellar & Wets 1991). For a given scenario s we consider the scenario subprob-lem:minimizexs1;xs2;:::;xsT cs1xs1 + cs2xs2 + : : :+ csTxsT
subject to

A1xs1 = b1Bs2xs1 + As2xs2 = bs2Bs3xs2 + As3xs3 = bs3. . . ...BsTxsT�1 + AsTxsT = bsT0 � xst � ut; t = 1; : : : T: (10)Here the decision variables xst have taken the place of the stochastic variablesxt. We denote the objective function and feasible set of (10) by f s(xs) and Bs,respectively.The scenario subproblems introduced so far are independent for di�erentscenarios. The non-anticipativity constraints serve to link the scenario sub-problems together. These can be stated thusly: xst = xs+1t if the node at level tin the scenario tree is common for scenarios s and s+ 1. Given the probability



13ps of scenario s the original problem can be stated as follows:minimize Xs2
 psf s(xs)subject to xs 2 Bs; s 2 
Xs2
Dsxs = 0; (11)where Ps2
Dsxs = 0 is a matrix representation of the non-anticipativity con-straints.The independence of the scenario subproblems (10) motivates decomposi-tion procedures for the multistage program that relax the non-anticipativityconstraints. Rosa & Ruszczy�nski (1994) have successfully solved large multi-stage programs using an augmented Lagrangian formulation of (11):�(x; �) = Xs2
 psf s(xs)� h�;Xs2
Dsxsi+ �2kXs2
Dsxsk22The following method of multipliers is used to generate a sequence convergingto the solution point of (11):Step 0. Let a set of multipliers �0 be given. Set k = 0.Step 1. Let (x1;k+1; x2;k+1; : : : ; xj
j;k+1) be the solution point of:minimizex �(x; �k)subject to xs 2 Bs; s 2 
 (12)Step 2. Update the multipliers using:�k+1 = �k � �(Xs2
Dsxs;k+1)



14Step 3. Update the penalty parameter � if necessary, set k = k+1 and returnto Step 1.The constraint set of problem (12) is a Cartesian product of constraint setsbut its objective function is non-separable. An application of the nonlinearJacobi algorithm allows for a parallel solution procedure. Let�r(yr; x; �) :=prf r(yr) + Xs2
nr psf s(xs)� h�;Dryr + Xs2
nrDsxsi+ �2kDryr + Xs2
nrDsxsk22The nonlinear Jacobi algorithm proceeds by �rst computing in parallel~xr = argminyr2Br �r(yr; x; �); r 2 
 (13)and then updating the current iterate x byxr  xr + �(~xr � xr); r 2 
; (14)where � is a chosen constant. The convergence theory for the nonlinear Ja-cobi algorithm developed in (Ruszczy�nski 1993a) (and further re�ned in Chap-ter 3) allows the value of � to be arbitrarily close to 1=N where N is themaximum number of scenarios linked by any coupling constraint minus one. Inthe split-variable formulation of the multistage program the non-anticipativityconstraints are de�ned so as to have N = 1 and hence � can be taken close to1. This results in a relatively fast convergence of the method.In Chapter 3 we consider an application of the nonlinear Jacobi algorithm



15to the augmented Lagrangian formulation of MC. One possible augmented La-grangian (here we have returned to our usual notation) is:L�(x; p) = F (x) + pT (Dx� d) + �2kD̂x� d̂k22 (15)Here D̂ and d̂ denote a subset of the rows ofD and d corresponding to the current\active set" of coupling constraints. The \active set" contains constraints thateither have positive multipliers or are satis�ed as equality or violated. A possiblemotivation for our choice of an \active set" strategy is the desire to add to theobjective function as few non-separable terms as possible.The coordination step (14) may not be appropriate for MC since � must beless than 1K�1 and convergence will be slow. We consider alternative coordi-nation mechanisms and investigate the inherent trade-o�s between complexityof coordination and speed of convergence of the nonlinear Jacobi algorithm inChapter 3.1.4.1 Subproblems arising in the augmented LagrangiandecompositionWe have discussed in this chapter several methods for decomposing MC suitablefor parallel computation. We are also interested in developing an e�cient algo-rithm for the type of subproblem that arises in the decomposition. In the case ofthe nonlinear Jacobi method applied to the augmented Lagrangian formulation



16of MC, the network ow subproblem analogous to (13) has the following form:minimizex Xl2 �A gl(xl) +Xl2Afgl(xl) + �2x2l gsubject to Ax = b0 � x � u (16)A denotes the set of arcs that participate in the \active" set of coupling con-straints, i.e. have nonzero coe�cients in D̂i. �A is the complement of A. Wehave dropped any reference to the block index r but have written the objectivefunction in terms of the components of x to emphasize its separability. Thefunctions gl capture both the original objective function and the linear termsfrom the augmented Lagrangian.In the case of the linear MC (16) is a min-cost problem that has a mixtureof linear and quadratic arc cost functions. Even when MC is nonlinear (16) islikely to be ill-conditioned due to the need for increasing the penalty parame-ter � in the course of the augmented Lagrangian algorithm and the resultingdi�erential in the curvature of the cost functions in A vs. that in �A. In thefollowing Chapter 2 we develop a new algorithm suitable for this type of convexnetwork ow problem. Parallel versions of this algorithm are also developed inAppendix A.



17Chapter 2
The convex min-cost networkow problem
2.1 OverviewIn this chapter we present a method for solving the convex min-cost networkow problems that arise in the decomposition of the multi-commodity networkow problem.In section 2.2 we de�ne the problem under consideration and mention someapplications. In section 2.3 the proposed algorithm is described. The sectionalso provides the formal convergence proof, a discussion of computational re-�nements and the specialization of the algorithm to linear-quadratic problems.The �nal section 2.4 briey describes a method for solving the same type ofproblem based on the network simplex method. Computational comparison ofthe two approaches will be presented in Chapter 4.



182.2 Problem de�nition and motivationGiven a directed graph G(N ;A) with n nodes and m arcs, the minimum{costnetwork ow problem that we consider is:minimize X(i;j)2A fij(xij)subject to Xj2�+(i) xij � Xj2��(i) xji = bi; i 2 N (17)where for each node i, �+(i) is the subset of nodes j such that (i; j) 2 A and��(i) is the subset of nodes j such that (j; i) 2 A.Networks with nonlinear objectives arise in a variety of applications includ-ing electrical networks (Hu 1966), pipeline networks (Collins, Cooper, Helgason,Kennington & LeBlanc 1978), urban tra�c ow (Magnanti 1984) and commu-nications networks (Monma & Segal 1982).We make the following assumptions with regard to the functions fij.Assumption 2.2.1 Each fij is a closed proper convex function and the inter-section of dom �P(i;j)2A fij� with the set of vectors satisfying the constraintsof (17) is nonempty.Assumption 2.2.2 The conjugate functionsf �ij(tij) := supxij ftijxij � fij(xij)gare �nite-valued.Assumption 2.2.1 guarantees that (17) is feasible. Assumption 2.2.2 impliesthat the objective function of (17) has bounded level sets and together with



19Assumption 2.2.1 guarantees that an optimal solution exists. A linear costfunction must have a bounded domain in order to satisfy Assumption 2.2.2.Often the functions fij imply ow capacity constraints:fij(xij) := 8>><>>: �fij(xij) if lij � xij � uij+1 otherwise (18)Here �fij is a real-valued convex function and lij � uij are the (�nite) lower andupper bounds on the ow on arc (i; j) 2 A. In this case Assumption 2.2.2 istrivially satis�ed.We denote the left and right derivative of fij at xij 2 domfij by f�ij (xij)and f+ij (xij), respectively. For points xij to the left of domfij we set f�ij (xij) =f+ij (xij) = �1 and for points xij to the right of domfij we set f�ij (xij) =f+ij (xij) = +1. Theorem 24.1 in (Rockafellar 1970) states that f�ij and f+ij arenondecreasing functions on R, �nite on int domfij andf+ij (zij) � f�ij (xij) � f+ij (xij) � f�ij (yij)whenever zij < xij < yij.We make an additional assumption regarding the functions fij:Assumption 2.2.3 f�ij (xij) < +1 and f+ij (xij) > �1 for all xij 2 domfij.Assumption 2.2.3 guarantees that the feasible solutions of (17) are regularlyfeasible ((Rockafellar 1984), Section 8D). Together with the �rst two assump-tions it also guarantees the existence of dual optimal solutions ((Rockafellar1984), Section 8L).



20We say that a pair (x; �) satis�es complementary slackness (CS) on an arc(i; j) 2 A if f�ij (xij) � �i � �j � f+ij (xij) (19)For arbitrary vector � and fij strictly convex satisfying Assumption 2.2.2, thereexists a unique xij satisfying (19). A vector x is optimal for (17) if it satis�esthe ow conservation constraints and together with some � satis�es CS on everyarc in A.A pair (x; �) satis�es �-complementary slackness (�-CS) on an arc (i; j) 2 Aif f�ij (xij)� � � �i � �j � f+ij (xij) + � (20)We will see below that �-complementary slackness corresponds to near optimal-ity for small �.A statement of the basics of the algorithm is given in the following sub-section. Subsection 2.3.2 provides a convergence analysis and a quantitativeinterpretation of the signi�cance of �-complementary slackness. Some computa-tional re�nements of the basic method are presented in subsection 2.3.3, followedby a specialization of the algorithm to the mixed linear-quadratic case. Finally,parallel versions of the algorithm are discussed in Appendix A.



212.3 The �-relaxation algorithm2.3.1 Statement of the algorithmWe state the algorithm in its simplest form in this section. A brief discussionis given of the main ideas, followed by a formal statement of the method.The algorithm computes an approximate solution of problem (17) in thesense that it generates a sequence of iterates converging to a feasible solutionsatisfying �-CS. More precisely, we assume that the set A has been partitionedinto two sets A0 and A1 such that only arcs with strictly convex cost functionsare in A1, and we show that in the limit the primal-dual pair produced by thealgorithm will satisfy CS on each arc in A1 and �-CS on each arc in A0. Thisapproach di�ers from that of Bertsekas, Hosein & Tseng (1987) in that it dividesthe arcs into two sets and focuses on changing single node prices and ows onarcs incident to single nodes.In Step 1 below, a node i with positive surplus is identi�ed. Steps 2{4 arethen repeatedly applied until the surplus at this node is driven to 0 (which isachievable in a �nite number of steps, see discussion following algorithm). Thealgorithm �rst tries to \push" this surplus to adjacent nodes using only arcs inA0 (Step 2 and 3). If unsuccessful, it then tries to raise the price (Step 4)of node i su�ciently high so that the surplus can be \pushed away" using theincident arcs in A1 but not so high as to violate �-CS on the arcs in A0. Weassume that � and �0 are two given numbers such that 0 � �0 < �2 .



22
Algorithm 1Step 0 Start with (x; �) satisfying CS on A1 and �-CS on A0.Step 1 Select node i with positive surplus. If there isn't such node, stop.Step 2 Increase ow on outgoing arc in A0 with negative \reduced cost"maintaining �0-CS. If surplusi is exhausted, go to Step 1.Step 3 Decrease ow on incoming arc in A0 with positive \reduced cost"maintaining �0-CS. If surplusi is exhausted, go to Step 1.Step 4 Increase �i and simultaneously adjust ows on incident arcs inA1 (maintaining CS) until surplusi = 0 or �-CS on A0 is violated.If surplusi = 0 go to Step 1, else return to Step 2.We now present the steps of the algorithm in detail.Step 0 [Initialization] Start with (x; �) satisfying �-CS on all arcs in A0 and CSon all arcs in A1. Set k = 0.Step 1 [Choose node with positive surplus] Choose a node i such thatsi := bi � Xj2�+(i) xij + Xj2��(i) xji > 0and increment k. If no such node exists, STOP.



23Step 2 [Increase ow on outgoing arc in A0] If there is an arc (i; j) 2 A0 suchthat f+ij (xij)� (�i � �j) � � �2then change the ow on arc (i; j),xij  xij +min fsi; �gwhere � > 0 is the largest ow increase allowing �0-CS to be satis�ed onarc (i; j): f�ij (xij + �)� �0 � �i � �j � f+ij (xij + �) + �0The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged.Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 2.Step 3 [Decrease ow on incoming arc in A0] If there is an arc (j; i) 2 A0 suchthat f�ji (xji)� (�j � �i) � �2then change the ow on arc (j; i),xji  xji �min fsi; �gwhere � > 0 is the least ow decrease allowing �0-CS to be satis�ed on arc(j; i): f�ji (xji � �)� �0 � �j � �i � f+ji (xji � �) + �0The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged.Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 3.



24Step 4 [Raise price and change ows in A1] Compute�1 := minfj2�+(i) j (i;j)2A0g�f+ij (xij)� (�i � �j)� � � �2�2 := minfj2��(i) j (j;i)2A0g�� �f�ji (xji)� (�j � �i)�� � � �2For each  and for each arc (i; j) 2 A1 let xij() be the ow such thatf�ij (xij()) � �i +  � �j � f+ij (xij())Similarly for each arc (j; i) 2 A1 let xji() be the ow such thatf�ji (xji()) � �j � �i �  � f+ji (xji())and let �3 > 0 be the value of  such thatbi � X(i;j)2A1 xij()� X(i;j)2A0 xij + X(j;i)2A1 xji() + X(j;i)2A0 xji = 0(where �3 = +1 if a solution does not exist).De�ne: � := min f�1 + �;�2 + �;�3gChange the price on node i: �i  �i +�and adjust the ow on the incident arcs in A1 so that CS is satis�ed.The ow on all other arcs and the prices of all remaining nodes remainsunchanged. Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return toStep 2.



25We now verify that Step 2 maintains �-CS on arc (i; j) (this can be donesimilarly for Step 3). Let x0ij be the updated value of the ow on (i; j). Wehave f�ij (x0ij)� � � f�ij (xij + �)� � � f�ij (xij + �)� �0 � �i � �jand f+ij (x0ij) + � � f+ij (xij) + � � �i � �jTo see that � > 0 in Step 4, note that �1 > � �2 and �2 > � �2 sinceno eligible arcs could be found in Step 2 and Step 3, respectively. Also,�3 > 0 since we want xij(�3) > xij(0) for (i; j) 2 A1 and xji(�3) < xji(0) for(j; i) 2 A1.We now verify that the price increase in Step 4 doesn't destroy �-CS on thearcs in A0. Denote the new value of �i by �0i. We have�0i � �j > �i � �j � f�ij (xij)� �and�0i � �j � �i +�1 + �� �j = minfv2�+(i) j (i;v)2A0g�f+iv (xiv)� + � � f+ij (xij) + �Similarly, �-CS is preserved on an arc (j; i) 2 A0.Finally, we show that Steps 2{4 eventually drive the surplus of node i to 0.Assume the opposite. Then �3 = +1 in every execution of Step 4 implyingthat this step increases �i by at least �2 . Hence �i approaches in�nity which isimpossible as will be shown in the proof of Lemma 1 in a more general context.



262.3.2 Convergence analysisIn this section we establish convergence for Algorithm 1.We refer to the pair (x; �) available at the beginning of Step 1 (just beforek is incremented) as (xk; �k).The surplus of node i 2 N at the beginning of iteration k is given byski := bi � Xj2�+(i) xkij + Xj2��(i) xkji (21)Lemma 1 The sequence f�kg1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 converges to somepoint ��.Proof The sequence f�ki g1k=0 is nondecreasing for all i 2 N . Hence we onlyneed to show it is bounded above. Assume the contrary, i.e. �ki ! 1 for alli 2 N1 while �kj stay bounded for j 2 N0 as k ! 1. Here fN0;N1g is apartition of N with N0 6= ; since there is always a node with negative surpluswhich is never chosen in Step 1. Pick an arc (i; j) with i 2 N1 and j 2 N0. Wehave that �ki � �kj !1 which together with the �-CS conditionf�ij (xkij)� � � �ki � �kj � f+ij (xkij) + �implies that f+ij (xkij) ! +1. Hence for any �xij 2 int domfij there exist aniteration number kij such that xkij � �xij whenever k � kij. Also, if �xij 2 domfijis the right endpoint of domfij then f�ij (�xij) < +1 (Assumption 2.2.3) hencef+ij (x) is uniformly bounded above on int domfij implying that xkij = �xij fork � kij.



27Similarly if (j; i) is an arc with j 2 N0, i 2 N1 and �xji 2 domfji there existan iteration number kji such that xkji � �xji whenever k � kji.Now choose for each arc (i; j), i 2 N1, j 2 N0 the number �xij 2 domfij andfor each arc (j; i), j 2 N0, i 2 N1 the number �xji 2 domfji such thatXi2N1 bi � Xf(i;j)ji2N1;j2N0g �xij + Xf(j;i)ji2N1;j2N0g �xji � 0(This is always possible since the problem is feasible.) For su�ciently large kwe now haveXi2N1 ski = Xi2N1 bi � Xf(i;j)ji2N1;j2N0g xkij + Xf(j;i)ji2N1;j2N0g xkji �Xi2N1 bi � Xf(i;j)ji2N1;j2N0g �xij + Xf(j;i)ji2N1;j2N0g �xji � 0which contradicts the assumption that the nodes in N1 are chosen in�nitelymany times in Step 1.Lemma 2 The sequence fxkg1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 converges to somex� 2 dom �P(i;j)2A fij�.Proof We start by showing that the sequence fxkg1k=0 is bounded. Firstnote that the quantity Pi2N jski j is a nonincreasing function of k. Assume thatthe ow on an arc (i; j) 2 A is unbounded (i.e. xklij ! 1 where fklg is anappropriately chosen index sequence). Hence there is a cycle Y containing (i; j)such that the ows on the forward arcs of Y (denoted by Y +) approach +1while the ows on the backward arcs of Y (denoted by Y �) approach �1. We



28assume that fklg has been further thinned so thatxkluw ! +1; (u; w) 2 Y +xklwu ! �1; (w; u) 2 Y �By summing the �-CS conditionf�uw(xkluw)� � � �klu � �klw � f+uw(xkluw) + �along Y we get thatX(u;w)2Y + f�uw(xkluw) � X(w;u)2Y � f+wu(xklwu) � n�which is a contradiction with Assumption 2.2.2 since xkluw ! +1 implies f�uw(xkluw)! +1 while xklwu ! �1 implies f+wu(xklwu)! �1.We now show that fxkijg1k=0 converges for each (i; j) 2 A1. Since fij isproper closed strictly convex function, its conjugate f �ij is essentially smoothhence (using Assumption 2.2.2) (continuously) di�erentiable. We havexkij = rf �ij(�ki � �kj )Lemma 1 shows that �ki � �kj ! ��i � ��j hence fxkijg converges.To see that fxkijg1k=0 converges for (i; j) 2 A0, note that for su�ciently largek (i; j) can be chosen only in Step 2 or only in Step 3 but not in both ofthem. Hence starting with some k, fxkijg is monotone which together with itsboundedness implies convergence.Finally, x�ij 2 domfij for each (i; j) 2 A because (x�; ��) satisfy �-CS imply-ing that f�ij (x�ij) and f+ij (x�ij) cannot both be +1 or �1.



29The following assumption regarding the way nodes are chosen in Step 1 isneeded in establishing convergence to a feasible point.Assumption 2.3.1 If ski > 0 for some k then node i is chosen in Step 1 insome iteration numbered higher than k.Lemma 3 The sequence fskg1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 converges to 0.Proof Let i 2 N be a node that is chosen in�nitely many times in Step 1and let fklg be the corresponding sequence of iteration numbers. We have0 = skl+1i � skl+2i � : : : � skl+1iand so lim supk!1 ski = lim supl!1 skli � lim supl!1 kxkl � xkl+1k1 = 0(using that the change in a node surplus doesn't exceed the sum of changes ofarc ows). Hence ski ! 0.On the other hand, if j 2 N is a node with skj � 0 for all k we haveskj � Xfu2Njsku<0g sku = � Xfu2Njsku�0g sku ! 0hence skj ! 0.The preceding three lemmas constitute the proof of the �rst part of themain convergence theorem. The second part is concerned with the case when



30A0 = A. In this case we de�ne the admissible network w.r.t. some pair (x; �)to be G(N ; Â) where (i; j) 2 Â i�(i; j) 2 A; f+ij (xij)� (�i � �j) � � �2or(j; i) 2 A; f�ji (xji)� (�j � �i) � �2Less formally, the admissible network contains an arc (i; j) if ow can be pushedfrom node i to node j according to the rules of the algorithm.Assumption 2.3.2 (x0; �0) are chosen so that the admissible network w.r.t.(x0; �0) is acyclic.The above assumption is trivially satis�ed if (x0; �0) satisfy CS, for then theset of arcs of the admissible network is empty.Theorem 4 The sequence f(xk; �k)g1k=0 generated by Algorithm 1 convergesto some (x�; ��) such that x� is feasible for (17) and together with �� satis�es �-CS. Furthermore, if A1 = ; the algorithm terminates �nitely with a primal{dualpair satisfying the same properties.Proof The �rst part follows directly from Lemmas 1{3. For the second partwe �rst show that if the admissible network is acyclic w.r.t. the initial choiceof (x; �), it remains acyclic throughout the algorithm. Indeed, Steps 2 and 3obviously cannot add new arcs to the admissible network. Step 4 increases �iby more than �2 and so may add some arcs originating at i to the admissible



31network. At the same time all arcs entering i leave the admissible network andso no cycle can be formed in it.Now assume that the algorithm doesn't terminate. Since �ki ! ��i and � > �2in Step 4, we see that for su�ciently large k, �ki = ��i for each i 2 N . Hencefrom some point on no new arcs are added to the admissible network. Thistogether with its acyclicity guarantees that Algorithm 1 terminates �nitely.The pair (x�; ��) computed by Algorithm 1 is nearly optimal. The follow-ing two lemmas (Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.6 from (Bertsekas et al. 1987),respectively) give the precise statement. In them, f(x) and q(�) are used todenote the primal and dual objective values of (17):f(x) := X(i;j)2A fij(xij);q(�) := �T b � X(i;j)2A f �ij(�i � �j):Lemma 5 Let (x(�); �(�)) satisfy �-CS and let x(�) satisfy the ow conservationconstraints. Then f(x(�))� q(�(�))! 0 as �! 0.Lemma 6 Let (x(�); �(�)) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5 and in additionassume that each fij is of the form (18) (i.e. �nite capacity constraints). Then0 � f(x(�))� q(�(�)) � � X(i;j)2A(uij � lij)In the case the fij satisfy for some dij > 0 the inverse Lipschitz conditiondij(x1ij � x2ij) � f�ij (x1ij)� f+ij (x2ij) for x1ij > x2ij



32(for example, fij are piecewise quadratic) we can derive a bound on the distancefrom the point computed by Algorithm 1 to the optimal solution set of (17).Lemma 7 Let (x�; ��) satisfy �-CS and let x� be feasible for (17). Let �x beany optimal solution of (17). Then for every (i; j) 2 Adijjx�ij � �xijj � n�Proof Fix (i; j) 2 A and assume that x�ij 6= �xij. According to the ConformalRealization Theorem (Bertsekas 1991) x� � �x can be decomposed into a sumof conforming simple cycle ows. Let Y be any of the cycles containing (i; j).By summing the �-CS condition (20) along Y (as in the proof of Lemma 2) weobtain X(u;w)2Y + f�uw(x�uw) � X(w;u)2Y � f+wu(x�wu) � n�Similarly by summing the CS condition (19) along Y we getX(u;w)2Y + f+uw(�xuw) � X(w;u)2Y � f�wu(�xwu) � 0Now by subtracting the above two inequalities we getX(u;w)2Y +�f�uw(x�uw)� f+uw(�xuw)� � X(w;u)2Y ��f+wu(x�wu)� f�wu(�xwu)� � n� (22)For an arc (u; w) 2 Y + we have �xuw < x�uw while for an arc (w; u) 2 Y � we havex�wu < �xwu and so the conclusion of the Lemma follows immediately.For large networks the distance from the computed solution to the optimalset will typically be smaller than the estimate n� of the preceding lemma.



332.3.3 Computational considerationsIn this section we discuss some issues related to the implementation of Algo-rithm 1 and some extensions to it.One way of enforcing Assumption 2.3.1 in practice is to consider the nodesin Step 1 in some �xed order that includes all nodes in N . A more economicalsolution is used in the linear code �-RELAX (Bertsekas 1991). There the nodesthat have positive surplus are kept in a queue. Nodes are \selected" from thefront of the queue; if during the course of an iteration the surplus of an adjacentnode (not already in the queue) becomes positive, that node is added to theend of the queue.\Down" iterations and prevention of cyclingAlgorithm 1, as described, consists only of \up" iterations (i.e. a node with apositive surplus is selected and its price may be raised). It is possible to de�nein a symmetrical way a \down" iteration which starts by selecting a node withnegative surplus and may decrease its price. Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis (1989) hasan example of the �-relaxation algorithm cycling if \up" and \down" iterationsare mixed arbitrarily. If we assume, however, that either the number of \up"iterations or the number of \down" iterations started at any given node is �nite,cycling cannot occur. Indeed, this assumption implies that from some point inthe course of the algorithm on, either only \up" or only \down" iterations areexecuted at any given node and our convergence proof can be used with slight



34modi�cations. The computational results in Section 4.2 demonstrate that theperformance of the algorithm for nonlinear problems is signi�cantly improvedby mixing both \up" and \down" iterations.The above assumption can be computationally checked by using a devicesimilar to the one used in the code �-RELAX-N (Bertsekas 1991). For a nodei, let pki be the number of \up" iterations executed at node i before iterationnumber k. Also let Sk := Xi2N jski jWe can now enforce the assumption by not allowing a \down" iteration for nodei at iteration number k if pki > C1 + C2(S0 � Sk)where C1 and C2 are any two positive constants. The quantity C1+C2(S0�Sk)is nondecreasing and bounded above and is used as a measure of the progressmade by the algorithm. Alternatively, we can check whether pki is greater thanthe number of \ow pushes" from node i to node j such that in the beginningof each \ow push" either si � � > 0 and sj � 0or si � �� and sj � 0:As long as the algorithm makes su�cient progress, \up" and \down" iterationsare allowed to be mixed. If, however, too many \up" iterations are executed at



35a given node without achieving progress, no more \down" iterations are allowedat this node.�-ScalingIn practice the solution of problem (17) usually consists of more than one ap-plication of Algorithm 1. The algorithm is executed for some value of � andterminated when the surplus of all nodes becomes less than some � in magni-tude (only nodes with surplus larger than � can be selected in Step 1). Then �and � are reduced and the process is repeated. This is very similar to the waycost scaling algorithms operate.2.3.4 Specialization of the algorithm for linear/quadraticproblemsWe now describe a specialization of Algorithm 1 for network ow problemswith mixed linear and quadratic cost functions:minimize X(i;j)2A �fij(xij)subject to Xj2�+(i) xij � Xj2��(i) xji = bi; i 2 N0 � xij � uij (23)
where �fij(xij) are convex continuously di�erentiable quadratic functions:�fij(xij) = 12dij[xij]2 + cijxij



36with dij � 0.Again, let fA0;A1g be a partition of A such that A1 contains only arcs (i; j)with dij > 0. Algorithm 2Step 0 [Initialization] Start with (x; �) such thatxij = 8><>: 0 if cij � (�i � �j) > �uij if dijuij + cij � (�i � �j) < ��For all the remaining arcs, the initial choice of x must satisfy the capacityconstraints for the arcs with linear cost,max8>>>><>>>>:0;min8<:uij;� �dij � cij � (�i � �j)dij 9=;9>>>>=>>>>; � xij
� min8>>>><>>>>:uij;max8<:0; �dij � cij � (�i � �j)dij 9=;9>>>>=>>>>;for the remaining arcs in A0 andxij = max8>>>><>>>>:0;min8<:uij;�cij � (�i � �j)dij 9=;9>>>>=>>>>;for the arcs in A1.Set k = 0.



37Step 1 [Choose node with positive surplus] Choose a node i such thatsi := bi � Xj2�+(i) xij + Xj2��(i) xji > 0and increment k. If no such node exists, STOP.Step 2 [Increase ow on outgoing arc in A0] If there is an arc (i; j) 2 A0 suchthat rij := dijxij + cij � (�i � �j) � � �2 ;xij < uijthen change the ow on arc (i; j),xij  xij +min(si; uij � xij; �rijdij)The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged.Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 2.Step 3 [Decrease ow on incoming arc in A0] If there is an arc (j; i) 2 A0 suchthat rji := djixji + cji � (�j � �i) � �2 ;xji > 0then change the ow on arc (j; i),xji  xji �min(si; xji; rjidji)The ow on the remaining arcs and the dual costs remain unchanged.Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return to Step 3.



38Step 4 [Raise price and change ows in A1] Compute�1 := minfj2�+(i) j (i;j)2A0; xij<uijg�cij � (�i � �j)��2 := minfj2��(i) j (j;i)2A0; xji>0g�� (cji � (�j � �i))�For each  and for each arc (i; j) 2 A1 letxij() = max8>>>><>>>>:0;min8<:uij;�cij � (�i +  � �j)dij 9=;9>>>>=>>>>;Similarly for each arc (j; i) 2 A1 letxji() = max8>>>><>>>>:0;min8<:uji;�cji � (�j � �i � )dji 9=;9>>>>=>>>>;and let �3 be the value of  such thatbi � X(i;j)2A1 xij()� X(i;j)2A0 xij + X(j;i)2A1 xji() + X(j;i)2A0 xji = 0(where �3 = +1 if a solution does not exist).De�ne: � := min f�1 + �;�2 + �;�3gChange the price on node i: �i  �i +�and adjust the ow on the incident arcs in A1 so that CS is satis�ed.The ow on all other arcs and the prices of all remaining nodes remains



39unchanged. Update si and if its new value is 0 go to Step 1 else return toStep 2.2.4 Multipoint methodsConsider again problem (17) (we are using matrix notation for the networkconstraints and explicit bounds on arc ows):minx Xl2A fl(xl)Ax = b0 � x � u (24)Consider an approximating problem to (24) where the nonlinear cost func-tion fl of any arc l 2 A is replaced by a piecewise linear interpolant consistingof sl segments. Next replace each such arc l by sl arcs having the same startand end nodes as l with upper bounds equal to the lengths of the segments andcosts equal to their slopes. The end result of this transformation is a linearmin-cost network ow problem.The solution to (24) is obtained by solving a sequence of linear min-costnetwork ow problems like the above derived from a sequence of approximatingproblems to (24) whose objective functions approach uniformly the originalnonlinear objective. Note that the optimal objective value of any problem inthe sequence provides an upper bound for the optimal value of (24); a lower



40bound can be obtained by solving the Lagrangian relaxation:min0�x�uXl ffl(xl)� �T (A�lxl � b)gwhere � are dual variables associated with Ax = b and obtained by solving thelinear approximating problem. The algorithm terminates when the di�erencebetween the upper and the lower bound becomes smaller than some prescribedaccuracy � > 0.The linear network ow problems are solved using the network simplexmethod. Note that from a computational standpoint, it is su�cient at any giventime to only store arcs corresponding to (at most) two segments (provided theybracket the current ow value) in the interpolant to fl for each l 2 A.The solution method for nonlinear network ow problems described aboveis described in (Kamesam & Meyer 1984).



41Chapter 3
Parallel decomposition of themulti-commodity ow problem
3.1 OverviewIn this chapter we describe a parallel decomposition method for the multi-commodity network ow problem that is based on applying a nonlinear Jacobialgorithm to the augmented Lagrangian formulation of the problem.In section 3.2 we introduce two augmented Lagrangian formulations of themulti-commodity problem. In section 3.3 we describe the nonlinear Jacobi al-gorithm and discuss its convergence properties. The �nal section 3.4 focuses onthe solution of the coordination problem arising in the decomposition. The rela-tive merits and disadvantages of simple and complex coordination are discussedand a hybrid approach that performs very well in practice is described.



423.2 Augmented Lagrangian formulations of theMC problemIn the decomposition method that we consider in this chapter augmented La-grangian terms are used to move the coupling constraints to the objective func-tion of MC: L�(x; p) = F (x) + 12� nk(�(Dx� d) + p)+k22 � kpk22o (25)The augmented Lagrangian formulation is used in the following method of mul-tipliers:Step 0. Let a set of multipliers p0 be given. Set k = 0.Step 1. Let xk+1 be the solution point of:minimizex L�(x; pk)subject to x 2 B (26)Step 2. Update the multipliers using:pk+1 = (pk + �(Dx� d))+Step 3. Update the penalty parameter �, set k = k+ 1 and return to Step 1.If fi are convex lower semicontinuous, the method is globally convergent tothe optimal set of (1) and the sequence fpkg1k=0 converges to a particular dual



43optimal solution. Additionally, if fi are polyhedral, the method converges in�nitely many iterations (Rockafellar 1976).Updating � in Step 3, although not necessary to establish convergence, cansigni�cantly improve the convergence speed of the algorithm in practice. Aheuristic scheme that increases � if the there is not a su�cient reduction inconstraint violation from the previous iteration, has been successfully used.An alternative augmented Lagrangian that is used quite frequently in prac-tice (Gill, Murray & Wright 1981) because of its relative simplicity is the fol-lowing L̂�(x; p) = F (x) + pT (Dx� d) + �2kD̂x� d̂k22 (27)Here D̂ and d̂ denote subsets of the rows of D and d corresponding to a setof active coupling constraints (i.e. those that are satis�ed as equality at anoptimal point). Since the active set is not known a priori, it is approximatedby an \working set" that is updated as needed as the method of multipliersprogresses. The simple heuristic of adding a constraint to the working set whenit becomes nearly violated and dropping it when it becomes satis�ed as a strictinequality and its associated multiplier becomes zero, has proved to work wellfor the multi-commodity problems that we consider. We assume that such aheuristic will identify a correct set of active constraints in a �nite number ofiterations after which D̂ and d̂ remain �xed.We have implemented both augmented Lagrangians (25) and (27). Relatedcomputational experience is reported in Chapter 4.



44In the rest of this chapter we will be concerned with the solution of theminimization problem (26). The time-step k will be dropped for brevity andthe expression L�(x; p) will be used to denote both augmented Lagrangians (25)and (27) unless speci�cally stated otherwise.3.3 The nonlinear Jacobi algorithmA natural way to map the minimization of the augmented Lagrangian ontoa parallel machine is to assign the task of updating a single commodity owxi to a processor i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; K. The parallel algorithm of this sectiongenerates a sequence fxtg1t=1 whose accumulation points solve the minimiza-tion problem (26). In the description and the following discussion we use theshorthand notationLi(x; y) := L�((x1; : : : ; xi�1; y; xi+1; : : : ; xK); p)rLi(x; y) := rxiL�((x1; : : : ; xi�1; y; xi+1; : : : ; xK); p)



45
Nonlinear Block Jacobi Algorithm (NJA):Step 0. Let x0 be a given point. Set t = 0.Step 1. Compute (in parallel) xt+ 12i 2 Bi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; K such thatLi(xt; xt+ 12i ) � L�(xt; p) (28)Li(xt; xt+ 12i ) � �t +miny2Bi Li(xt; y) (29)Step 2 [Coordination] Let xt+1 be the point that yields the bestobjective value among (xt1; : : : ; xt+ 12i ; : : : ; xtK); i = 1; 2; : : : ; K:Step 3. Set t = t + 1 and return to Step 1.In Step 1, all processors in parallel approximately minimize the augmentedLagrangian in a block Jacobi fashion, i.e., variables assigned to other processorsare held �xed. The newly computed points xt+ 12i yield objective values within�t of the optimal value for the given subproblem and no worse than the startingpoint xt. We assume that limt!1 �t = 0, i.e. the minimization problems (29)are solved with increasing accuracy as the algorithm progresses. Step 2 is acoordination step. It updates the iterate xt one block at a time. If K is large,convergence may be slow, so alternatives are proposed in the remainder of thischapter.



463.3.1 Convergence of the methodEstablishing convergence of the algorithm when coordination is performed as inStep 2 and the minimization in Step 1 is exact is an application of Theorem 3.6of Ferris & Mangasarian (1993). The following proposition gives the formalstatement of this result.Proposition 8 If F 2 LC1M(Rn1+n2+:::+nK), then each accumulation point ofthe sequence fxtg1t=1 computed by the NJA with Step 2a is stationary.An alternative coordination method uses a �xed-length step in the directiondetermined by the points computed in Step 1:Step 2a [Fixed step-length] Set xt+1 = xt + �(xt+ 12 � xt).We �rst prove a basic result which says, in essence, that NJA with Step 2aconverges globally provided the step-size � is taken su�ciently small.Proposition 9 If F 2 LC1M (Rn1+n2+:::+nK ) is a convex function and 0 < � �K�1 then each accumulation point of the sequence fxtg1t=1 computed by the NJAsolves problem (26).ProofL�(xt+1; p)� L�(xt; p)= L�  (� KXi=1(xt1; : : : ; xt+ 12i ; : : : ; xtK) + (1� �K)xt); p!� L�(xt; p)



47� � KXi=1 Li(xt; xt+ 12i ) + (1� �K)L�(xt; p)� L�(xt; p)= � KXi=1 �Li(xt; xt+ 12i )� L�(xt; p)� � 0 (30)The �rst inequality above follows from the convexity of L� and � � K�1.Now let t ! 1. The sequence fL�(xt; p)g1t=1 is bounded below (on abounded set) and (by equation (30)) nonincreasing, hence converges.Let x� be an accumulation point of fxtg1t=1. Let ftjg be a sequence ofindices such that xtj ! x� and xtj+ 12 ! x� (existence of an accumulation pointfor fxt+ 12g1t=1 follows from the boundedness of this sequence).Take y 2 B and � 2 (0; 1). By equation (29)��tj � Li(xtj ; xtj+ 12i + �(yi � xtj+ 12i ))� Li(xtj ; xtj+ 12i )and taking limits as j !1, then expanding0 � Li(x�; x�i + �(yi � x�i ))� Li(x�; x�i ) = �rLi(x�; x�i + ~�(yi � x�i ))(yi � x�i )for some ~� 2 (0; �).Dividing through by � and letting � ! 0 yieldsrLi(x�; x�i )(yi � x�i ) � 0Hence x�i solves the following problem:minimizez Li(x�; z)subject to z 2 Bi (31)



48To see that x�i also solves the same problem, �rst take limits in (30) over thesubsequence ftjg to get0 � KXi=1 nLi(x�; x�i )� L�(x�; p)oTaking limits over the same subsequence in (28) and combining with above weget for each i Li(x�; x�i ) = L�(x�; p)hence x�i solves (31). This implies that for each irxiL�(x�; p)(yi � x�i ) � 0This completes the proof that x� solves problem (26).The NJA algorithm for minimizing the augmented Lagrangian for equal-ity constraints and block separable objective function is analyzed in detailin (Ruszczy�nski 1993a). There the name \Diagonal Quadratic Approxima-tion" (DQA) is used. Indeed, instead of directly minimizing the nonseparablefunction1L̂�(x; p) = KXi=1 fi(xi) + pT (Dx� d)+ �2kD̂�x� d̂k22 + �(x� �x)T D̂T (D̂�x� d̂) + �2(x� �x)T D̂T D̂(x� �x)we iteratively minimize the (block) separable functionKXi=1 fi(xi) + pT (Dx� d)1The quadratic penalty term in (27) has been expanded in a Taylor series around thepoint �x.



49+ �2kD̂�x� d̂k22 + �(x� �x)T D̂T (D̂�x� d̂) + �2 (x� �x)Tdiag(D̂T D̂)(x� �x)where diag(D̂T D̂) := 26666664 D̂1T D̂1 0. . .0 D̂KT D̂K
37777775Proposition 11 is a stronger version of Theorem 1 in (Ruszczy�nski 1993a).It allows for a larger step-size � in Step 2a than the original theorem in thecase when the minimization in Step 1 is carried out exactly. The constant K1denotes the maximum number of blocks linked by any coupling constraint. Thefollowing simple result is used in the proof of Proposition 10.Lemma 10 For any y kDyk22 � K1 KXi=1 kDiyik22:Proof Let Di;j� denote the j-th row of the matrix Di. ThenkDyk22 = k KXi=1Diyik22 = m0Xj=1 " KXi=1Di;j�yi#2 � m0Xj=1K1 KXi=1[Di;j�yi]2 = K1 KXi=1 kDiyik22where the inequality follows from Cauchy's inequality and the fact that for anyj at most K1 of the values Di;j�yi; i = 1; : : : ; K are di�erent from zero.Proposition 11 If fi 2 LC1M(Rni) are convex functions and 0 < � < 2K�11 ,then each accumulation point of the sequence fxtg1t=1 computed by the NJA forthe augmented Lagrangian (27) when Step 1 is an exact minimization solvesproblem (26).



50ProofL̂�(xt+1; p)� L̂�(xt; p)= KXi=1 �fi(xti + �(xt+ 12i � xti))� fi(xti)�+ �pTD(xt+ 12 � xt)+ �2kD̂xt � d̂+ �D̂(xt+ 12 � xt)k22 � �2kD̂xt � d̂k22� � KXi=1 �fi(xt+ 12i ) + pTDixt+ 12i � fi(xti)� pTDixti� [convexity of fi]+ �� KXi=1(xt+ 12i � xti)T D̂Ti (D̂xt � d̂) + � 2�2kD̂(xt+ 12 � xt)k22� � KXi=1 �fi(xt+ 12i ) + pTDixt+ 12i � fi(xti)� pTDixti�+ � �2 KXi=18<:kD̂ixt+ 12i +Xj 6=i D̂jxtj � d̂k22 � kD̂xt � d̂k22 � kD̂i(xt+ 12i � xti)k229=;+ � 2K1�2 KXi=1 kD̂i(xt+ 12i � xti)k22 [Lemma 10]= � KXi=1 �L̂i(xt; xt+ 12i )� L̂�(xt; p)�� �(1� �K1)�2 KXi=1 kD̂i(xt+ 12i � xti)k22 (32)When the minimization in Step 1 of the NJA is carried out exactly, i.e.�t = 0 8t we getL̂�(xt; p)� L̂i(xt; xt+ 12i )= �fi(xti)� fi(xt+ 12i )�+ �2 24kD̂xt � d̂k22 � kD̂ixt+ 12i +Xj 6=i D̂jxtj � d̂k2235� rfi(xt+ 12i )(xti � xt+ 12i )+ �2 242(D̂ixt+ 12i +Xj 6=i D̂jxtj � d̂)T D̂i(xti � xt+ 12i ) + kD̂i(xti � xt+ 12i )k2235= rL̂i(xt; xt+ 12i )(xti � xt+ 12i ) + �2kD̂i(xti � xt+ 12i )k22



51� �2kD̂i(xti � xt+ 12i )k22where the last inequality follows from minimum principle necessity (Mangasar-ian 1969). Therefore for 0 < � < 2K�11L̂�(xt+1; p)� L̂�(xt; p) � ��(2� �K1)�2 KXi=1 kD̂i(xt+ 12i � xti)k22 � 0 (33)Now let t ! 1. The sequence fL̂�(xt; p)g1t=1 is bounded below (on abounded set) and (by equation (33)) nonincreasing, hence converges.The proof now proceeds as in Proposition 9.3.4 Solution of the coordination problemThe coordination step uses direction information computed by the subproblemsto obtain the new iterate xt+1. More e�ort spent in the coordination step usuallyproduces better iterates and hence leads to faster convergence. On the otherhand, a complex coordinator is essentially a serial step that brings down theparallel e�ciency of the decomposition method.In (De Leone et al. 1994) we focused on the coordination mechanisms em-ployed by several of the decomposition algorithms mentioned in Chapter 1. Wenow consider the issue of coordination as it applies to the NJA for the augmentedLagrangian.



523.4.1 Simple coordination for NJAStep 2a of the NJA is an example of a very simple coordinating step. Theinter-processor communication in this case is limited to computing PKi=1Dixti(needed by the parallel subproblems in the next round) and requires a singlevector reduce operation in CM-5 terms (cf. Appendix B for a brief discussion).The original coordination step 2 can also be computed very e�ciently.In general, these simple coordination mechanisms lead to parallel algorithmsthat require relatively little inter-processor communication. However, these al-gorithms may also exhibit slow rates of convergence. When the number of linkedblocks K1 is large, � must be taken very small to guarantee convergence; simi-larly, the NJA with Step 2 would require on the order of K steps to change all(block) components of the iterate (and thus approach a solution point of (26)).In the next section we introduce two alternative coordination schemes that leadto faster convergence of the NJA in the test problems that we consider.3.4.2 Complex coordination for NJAComplex coordination methods for the NJA involve the solution of a complexoptimization problem. A complex coordination problem makes better use ofthe direction information computed by the subproblems and hence o�ers thepossibility of improving the convergence speed of the NJA in practice. Forexample, the following coordination step may be substituted for Step 2 of NJA.



53Step 2b [Multidimensional Search] Set xt+1i = xti+��i (xt+ 12i �xti) where ��i ; i =1; 2; : : : ; K solveminimize�1;:::;�K L�((xt1 + �1(xt+ 121 � xt1); : : : ; xtK + �K(xt+ 12K � xtK)); p)subject to 0 � xti + �i(xt+ 12i � xti) � ui; i = 1; : : : ; K (34)Note that xt+ 12i �xti 2 kerAi so the equality constraints need not be includedin problem (34).Step 2b is a multi-dimensional line-search along the descent directions com-puted in Step 1. Its use in NJA typically leads to much faster convergence thaneither Step 2 or Step 2a. Its downside is that it is signi�cantly more expensive interms of both computation and communication. Unless the number of blocks Kis small, problem (34) may be di�cult to solve thus presenting a serial bottleneckfor NJA. Also, in order to form (34) the products (xt+ 12j � xtj)D̂Tj D̂i(xt+ 12i � xti)need to be computed for all i and j. This adds signi�cant computation, partic-ularly compared to the simple coordinators Step 2 and Step 2a.In the case of the quadratic (or linear) MCfi(xi) := cTi xi + 12xTi Qixiwhere Qi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; K are positive semide�nite matrices it is possible todevelop an alternative to Step 2b. It overcomes the forementioned disadvantageswhile attempting to preserve the fast convergence associated with use of Step2b in NJA. In essence, we approximately solve (34) by performing one step ofa nonlinear Jacobi method starting at a carefully chosen initial point.



54Step 2c [Multiple Line Search] Let �� denote the optimal solution ofminimize� L�(xt + �(xt+ 12 � xt); p)subject to 0 � xti + �(xt+ 12i � xti) � ui i = 1; : : : ; K (35)Solve (in parallel) the following K problems and let ��i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; Kdenote their solution pointsminimize�i Li(xt + ��(xt+ 12 � xt); xti + �i(xt+ 12i � xti))subject to 0 � xti + �i(xt+ 12i � xti) � ui (36)Let xt+1 be the point with best objective value among the points computedin (35) and (36) and the point(xt1 + ��1(xt+ 121 � xt1); : : : ; xtK + ��K(xt+ 12K � xtK))The �rst minimization in Step 2c solves (34) on the subspace �1 = : : : = �K,thus providing a good starting point for one Jacobi iteration (the second mini-mization). The �nal comparison of function values guarantees su�cient decreaseso that convergence of NJA with Step 2c can be guaranteed by Proposition 11.We now show in some detail how to compute Step 2c e�ciently in the caseof the augmented Lagrangian for equality constraints (27). Let ut = PKi=1 D̂ixti(already available to all processors as part of the objective function of (29)) andut+ 12 = PKi=1 D̂ixt+ 12i (computable by a single vector reduce operation). Notethat the solution to the �rst minimization is now given by�� = 24�(ut+ 12 � ut)T (p+ �(ut � d̂)) +PKi=1(ci +Qixti)T (xt+ 12i � xti)�kut+ 12 � utk22 +PKi=1(xt+ 12i � xti)TQi(xt+ 12i � xti) 35#



55where [ ]# denotes projection on the appropriate box constraints.The solution to (36) is given by��i = 24�(xt+ 12i � xti)T D̂Ti (p+ �(��ut+ 12 + (1� ��)ut � d̂)) + (ci +Qixti)T (xt+ 12i � xti)�kD̂i(xt+ 12i � xti)k22 +PKi=1(xt+ 12i � xti)TQi(xt+ 12i � xti) 35#One more vector reduce operation is needed to compute PKi=1 D̂ixt+1i inpreparation for the next round of the algorithm. Thus Step 2c requires only twovector reduce operations as opposed to one for Step 2a. This small increase incommunication is more than o�set by the much increased speed of convergenceobserved in practical experiments. It should be noted also that Step 2c presentsessentially no serial bottleneck for the NJA.We can easily implement a coordination step for the NJA for the augmentedLagrangian (25) that is analogous to Step 2c. The pattern of inter-processorcommunication does not change but the optimal solutions to problems (34)and(36) can no longer be written in closed form. These problems now involvethe minimization of a convex piecewise quadratic function of one variable. Wecompute the solution to such a problem by (a) sorting the breakpoints, and (b)scanning the list of breakpoints in order to locate the segment(s) that containthe minimizer. Nielsen & Zenios (1990) discuss other methods for this type ofproblem, some of which are useful in a �ne-grained parallel environment.



56Chapter 4
Computational results
4.1 OverviewIn this chapter we present computational results obtained by using the algo-rithms developed in Chapters 2 and 3 to solve nonlinear min-cost network owproblems and multi-commodity network ow problems.In section 4.2 we describe a serial implementation of the relaxation algorithmof Chapter 2 and report results on solving mixed linear/quadratic network prob-lems generated by NETGEN (Klingman, Napier & Stutz 1974). We comparethe relaxation method with an implementation of the multi-point method andstudy the e�ect of varying the percentage of arcs having nonlinear cost func-tions on the performance of the two respective algorithms. In section 4.3.1 wedescribe a parallel implementation of the nonlinear Jacobi method on the Think-ing Machines CM-5 supercomputer. The test problems solved here are linearand quadratic problems generated by MNETGEN (Ali & Kennington 1977).The �nal section 4.3.2 focuses on a distributed implementation of the NJA on acluster of workstations running PVM (a parallel programming environment fora collection of heterogeneous computers). We report numerical results from the



57solution of the PDS problems and compare them to previous results reportedin the literature.4.2 Convex min-cost network ow problemsIn this section we describe computational experience using Algorithm 2 tosolve network ow test problems with mixed linear/quadratic and strictly quad-ratic cost functions. The code was written in C and run on a SPARCstation20. The quality of the computed primal-dual pair (x�; ��) can be measured interms of the ow conservation constraint violation and relative accuracy of thecomputed objective value. For all runs reported below we hadmaxi2N ���� bi � Xj2�+(i) x�ij + Xj2��(i) x�ji ���� � 10�8which translates to relative feasibility violation given bymaxi2N ���� bi � Xj2�+(i) x�ij + Xj2��(i) x�ji ����=kbk1 � 10�12The computed objective value was accurate to nearly ten signi�cant digits:�����f(x�)� q(��)f(x�) ����� � 10�10



584.2.1 The NETGEN problemsWe obtained our test problems by modifying the standard NETGEN (Klingmanet al. 1974) problems 1{10 and 16{25. The �rst ten problems are transporta-tion problems while the rest are transshipment problems. The transshipmentproblems di�er in number of transshipment sources and sinks, percentage ofcapacitated arcs and size of upper bounds. The last four problems in Table 1were obtained by scaling the input data for the corresponding standard NET-GEN problems by a factor of eight. The arc cost functions in all cases are inthe range [1; 10000] and the total supply in the network is at least 100; 000. Weadded quadratic terms to the original linear arc cost functions cijxij:fij(xij) = rijx2ij + cijxij:By choosing the coe�cients rij appropriately we generated the following threegroups of test problems:� \50% linear/50% quadratic." A quadratic term with coe�cient rij = 10:0was added to the cost function of 50% of the arcs (randomly chosen). Inthe corresponding runs we chose A0 to be the set of linear arcs and A1 tobe the set of quadratic arcs.� \50% large quadratic/50% small quadratic." A quadratic term with coe�-cient rij = 10:0 was added to half of the arc cost functions and a quadraticterm with coe�cient rij = 0:001 was added to the other half. This cor-responds to a strictly convex problem with an ill-conditioned Hessian. In



59the algorithm we chose A1 to be the set of arcs with large quadratic factorsand A0 the set of arcs with small quadratic factors.� \100% quadratic." A quadratic term with coe�cient rij = 10:0 was addedto all arc cost functions. In the corresponding runs we chose A0 = ; andA1 = A. (With these choices the algorithm is practically equivalent tothe relaxation method for strictly convex problems.)Table 1 presents the sizes of the test problems and the execution times ofAl-gorithm 2 in seconds for each of the three test groups. The results for the �rstand third groups are comparable (after taking into account the computer per-formance di�erential) to those reported in (Bertsekas et al. 1987) for similarlymodi�ed NETGEN problems. However, the method of (Bertsekas et al. 1987)had di�culties solving problems similar to \50% large quadratic/50% smallquadratic," being more than �ve times slower for them compared to the cor-responding \50% linear/50% quadratic" problems. Our method, on the otherhand, solves problems in the second group in roughly the same time as cor-responding problems in the �rst group. This shows that our algorithm is ase�cient for ill-conditioned quadratic objectives as for mixed linear-quadraticobjectives.It is worth mentioning that mixing \up" and \down" iterations is very impor-tant for achieving good computational e�ciency in practice. This is illustratedin Table 1 where numbers in parentheses correspond to runs where only \up"
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NETGEN Number Number 50% linear 50% large q. 100% quad.Number of Nodes of Arcs 50% quadratic 50% small q.1 200 1308 0.22 (0.99) 0.24 (0.83) 0.14 (4.72)2 200 1511 0.23 0.25 0.143 200 2000 0.39 0.34 0.154 200 2200 0.29 0.30 0.175 200 2900 0.44 (1.46) 0.40 (1.54) 0.19 (5.77)6 300 3174 0.37 0.41 0.247 300 4519 0.84 0.71 0.298 300 5169 0.91 0.85 0.379 300 6075 1.16 0.98 0.4810 300 6320 1.27 1.11 0.5016 400 1306 1.25 (1.77) 0.90 (1.67) 0.2817 400 2443 1.10 0.80 0.2518 400 1306 1.46 0.83 0.2819 400 2443 1.05 0.84 0.2620 400 1416 1.0 0.82 0.2921 400 2836 1.49 (3.0) 1.04 (2.17) 0.2722 400 1416 1.16 0.81 0.2923 400 2836 1.29 0.87 0.2724 400 1382 0.85 0.98 0.2825 400 2676 0.75 0.73 0.276S 2400 25336 7.4 7.1 9.610S 2400 50535 12.4 11.5 12.124S 3200 11056 7.0 7.0 5.725S 3200 21408 12.6 8.7 5.5Table 1: Solution times for modi�ed NETGEN problems using the �-relaxationalgorithm (�gures in parentheses correspond to doing only \up iterations.")
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NETGEN Number Number 50% linear 50% large q. 100% quad.Number of Nodes of Arcs 50% quadratic 50% small q.1 200 1308 0.74 1.69 2.172 200 1511 0.93 1.99 2.383 200 2000 1.18 2.84 3.364 200 2200 1.25 2.61 4.015 200 2900 1.46 3.49 5.266 300 3174 2.33 5.06 7.367 300 4519 2.65 8.31 10.38 300 5169 2.76 7.76 11.19 300 6075 3.65 9.06 14.310 300 6320 3.76 9.35 13.916 400 1306 1.31 8.26 5.4417 400 2443 1.57 11.5 10.118 400 1306 0.97 6.27 4.0419 400 2443 1.38 8.35 7.9620 400 1416 1.86 17.2 7.3621 400 2836 1.57 24.7 16.222 400 1416 1.49 7.57 5.1423 400 2836 1.53 10.6 10.824 400 1382 1.98 11.0 6.1825 400 2676 1.51 9.95 15.8Table 2: Solution times for modi�ed NETGEN problems using the piecewise-linear approximation methoditerations were allowed (for some problems in the \100% quadratic" case exe-cuting only \up" iterations led to very large times not shown in the table). Thisshould be contrasted to the observation that mixing \up" and \down" iterationsdoes not lead to signi�cant improvement in running time when solving linearmin-cost problems using the �-relaxation algorithm.



62We also present the solution times for the smaller test problems using thepiecewise linear approximation algorithm for separable convex network owproblems described in section 2.4. This algorithm constructs a sequence ofproblems having piecewise linear objective functions which converge to theoriginal nonlinear objective and solves these problems using the network sim-plex method. The computed solutions in this case are feasible within machineprecision but the objective function value is slightly less accurate than thatcomputed by the relaxation method (10�8 vs. 10�10). Except for a few of thelinear-quadratic problems, the times in Table 2 are larger than the ��relaxationtimes.Finally, our relaxation algorithm consistently outperformed the general non-linear network optimization package LSNNO (Toint & Tuyttens 1992) on thetest problems described above. LSNNO is based on a truncated Newton method.LSSNO failed to solve to optimality most of the \50% large quadratic/50% smallquadratic" problems. Even when it was able to compute the optimal solutionof the problem, LSSNO was one to two orders of magnitude slower than therelaxation method.4.2.2 E�ect of varying the fraction of nonlinear variablesIn the previous subsection we observed that the piecewise-linear approach maybe competitive with the new �-relaxation method for problems in which half thearcs have linear costs, but is much less e�cient for strictly quadratic problems.



63This suggests that we compare more thoroughly the behavior of the two methodsas the fraction of variables having nonlinear cost functions changes.We generated versions of NETGEN Problems 5 (a transportation problem)and 17 (a transshipment problem) where the fraction of quadratic arcs was 5,15, 25, : : : , 95% of all arcs. The set of nonlinear arcs was randomly chosen butmonotonically increasing. All quadratic coe�cients were set to 10:0.Figure 1 shows the running time for both methods as a function of thefraction of quadratic arcs for NETGEN Problem 7. The two are comparableas long as less than 35% of the arcs are quadratic. The running time of themultipoint method, however, increases quickly after that point while the runningtime of the relaxation method goes down.Figure 2 presents the same data for Problem 17. Here the two methods arecomparable as long as less than half of the arcs have nonlinear cost functions. Asin the previous case, the new �-relaxation method outperforms the multipointmethod by a signi�cant margin when the majority of arcs are nonlinear.Additional computational experience has shown that the multipoint methodis often superior for problems with less than 5% nonlinear arc cost functionsand that the two methods are more or less competitive when the majority ofarc costs are linear. On the other hand, the �-relaxation method is signi�cantlymore e�cient when the majority of arc cost functions are nonlinear.
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66problem #comm #nodes #arcs #mutual LP sizeconstraintsM4.100 4 100 218 129 529� 872M8.100 8 100 229 131 931� 1832M16.100 16 100 233 157 1757� 3728M32.100 32 100 224 130 3330� 7168M64.100 64 100 220 139 6539� 14080M4.200 4 200 423 252 1052� 1692M8.200 8 200 449 277 1877� 3592M16.200 16 200 453 287 3487� 7248M32.200 32 200 456 271 6671� 14592M64.200 64 200 477 307 13107� 30656M4.300 4 300 678 409 1609� 2712M8.300 8 300 671 408 2808� 5368M16.300 16 300 661 410 5210� 10576M32.300 32 300 666 399 9999� 21312M64.300 64 300 668 393 19593� 42752M4.600 4 600 1440 945 3345� 5760M8.600 8 600 1440 1050 5850� 11523M16.600 16 600 1440 1031 10631� 23041M32.600 32 600 1440 1061 20261� 46092M64.600 64 600 1165 694 39094� 74560Table 3: MNETGEN test problemsResults for linear MNETGEN problemsWe implemented the NJA with di�erent coordination steps on a CM-5 parallelcomputer with 64 processors (cf. Appendix B). The multidimensional searchcoordination problem (Step 2b) of the NJA was solved using LSSOL (Gill, Ham-marling, Murray, Saunders & Wright 1986)|a popular routine for constrainedleast-squares optimization.



67We used the augmented Lagrangian formulation (25). The augmented La-grangian algorithm was terminated whenkps+1 � psk1kpsk1 � 5 � 10�4where p is the vector of multipliers associated with the coupling constraints. Forour test problems this resulted in a relative accuracy of 10�6 for the optimalobjective value and a maximum violation of the coupling constraints at the �nalsolution x� of k(Dx� � d)+k1kdk1 � 5 � 10�5The NJA was terminated whenmaxi kD̂i(xt+ 12i � xti)k1 � 10�4or the number of iterations reached 10 (except as noted below for the methodbased on �xed steplengths).The starting values for the augmented Lagrangian algorithm werex0 = argminx2B KXi=1 cTi xip0 = 10(Dx0 � d)+Table 4 shows total number of inner iterations (i.e., iterations of the NJA),total CPU time and CPU time spent in the coordination step for our algorithmwith Step 2 and Step 2a. As expected, convergence of the algorithm withStep 2a was slow for both � = 2K�1 and � = 1K�1 . The table shows resultsfor � = 2K�1 which was superior to � = 1K�1 . Ten iterations of the NJA were



68not su�cient to minimize the augmented Lagrangian with su�cient accuracyso higher numbers of iterations were needed, leading to relatively large runningtime. A comparison of table 4 with table 5 leads to the conclusion that theNJA with Step 2a is not competitive with either of the complex coordinationsteps. Similarly, Step 2 (interpreted as taking xt+1 to be the point computed bythe subproblem with best objective value after Step 1 of NJA) led to very slowconvergence of the algorithm for problems with 16 blocks or more. It workedreasonably well for test problems having four blocks.problem NJA with Step 2 NJA with Step 2aiter total time coord. time iter total time coord. timeM4.100 33 1.9 75 3.1 0.1M8.100 66 3.9 420 18.8 0.6M16.100 62 5.0 345 19.5 0.5M32.100 284 27.4 510 40.9 0.8M4.200 41 3.6 81 7.0 0.2M8.200 135 13.1 240 23.8 0.6M16.200 199 26.4 735 87.1 2.3M32.200 420 91.6 495 84.7 1.2M4.300 104 16.6 120 20.0 0.5M8.300 200 39.32 345 61.6 1.3M16.300 682 152.1 330 66.2 1.3M32.300 1006 354.0 1200 422.0 5.3Table 4: The NJA with Step 2 (uniblock updates) and Step 2a (�xed steplength)
Figure 3 graphically depicts the solution time as a function of the numberof blocks for the 300-nodes problems. It can be seen that the two complex coor-dination schemes signi�cantly outperform the simple coordinators for problems



69with more than eight blocks, and that multiple line search is the best for thelargest problems.
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Figure 3: Solution time as a function of the number of blocks for 300-nodeMNETGEN problemsTable 5 shows the solution statistics for our algorithm with Step 2b (multi-dimensional search) and Step 2c (multiple line search). It can be observed thatwith Step 2c the number of inner iterations is comparable to Step 2b. Thisimplies that Step 2c is able to solve the coordination problem accurately. Itcan also be seen that the 64 commodity problems are sometimes easier than thecorresponding 32 commodity problems. This peculiar behavior of MNETGENwas previously noted by Kontogiorgis (1994).



70problem NJA with Step 2b NJA with Step 2citer total time coord. time iter total time coord. timeM4.100 31 2.2 0.8 (36%) 25 1.5 0.1M8.100 51 3.9 1.1 (28%) 50 3.3 0.1M16.100 42 4.4 1.2 (27%) 37 4.4 0.1M32.100 80 16.1 4.0 (25%) 119 19.6 0.3M64.100 28 4.5 2.4 (53%) 33 2.3 0.1M4.200 18 2.8 0.8 (28%) 18 1.8 0.1M8.200 79 9.6 1.9 (20%) 107 10.5 0.4M16.200 76 13.8 2.8 (20%) 90 13.8 0.3M32.200 112 30.5 7.4 (24%) 104 26.5 0.5M64.200 97 42.5 14.2 (33%) 113 31.9 0.5M4.300 56 10.5 1.4 (13%) 53 8.8 0.4M8.300 110 23.9 2.9 (12%) 90 19.3 0.5M16.300 160 46.9 8.1 (17%) 191 45.9 1.1M32.300 197 84.8 19.2 (23%) 174 53.1 1.3M64.300 129 105.1 35.8 (34%) 159 76.0 1.1M4.600 20 7.2 0.8 (11%) 27 8.5 0.2M8.600 148 61.7 3.9 (6%) 141 55.9 1.3M16.600 218 172.8 11.8 (7%) 180 116.6 1.8M32.600 175 276.1 34.7 (13%) 200 253.3 3.1M64.600 69 38.1 8.9 (23%) 92 39.9 0.8Table 5: Comparison of Step 2b (multidimensional search) and Step 2c (multipleline search)While the time spent in the coordination phase Step 2b is a relatively smallfraction of the total time for problems having up to 16 blocks, it can be seenthat for problems with 32 and 64 blocks the coordination becomes expensive. Itcan be predicted that for problems with even higher number of blocks Step 2bwill pose a signi�cant serial bottleneck for the algorithm. Step 2c, on the otherhand, takes negligible time to perform and thus the algorithm with Step 2c runs



71in less time than with Step 2b for problems with 32 blocks (and, in most cases,for 64 blocks as well). We can conclude that Step 2c is a viable alternative toStep 2b as a coordination mechanism for the NJA. Further, the good scalabilityof Step 2c makes it superior for problems with large number of commodities.The �nal table 6 compares number of outer/inner (augmented Lagrangian/nonlinear Jacobi) iterations and CPU time of our algorithm with Step 2b tothose reported in (De Leone et al. 1994) for an implementation of the Dantzig{Wolfe method. Both codes use the same programming model and were runon the CM-5. Although the two algorithms can not be directly compared (theDantzig{Wolfe method computes an exact solution within machine precision),it can be observed that CPU times for the NJA grow slower with problemsize. It can be concluded that the NJA is competitive with other decompositionmethods for the linear MC.problem NJA with Step 2b Dantzig{Wolfeiterations CPU time iterations CPU timeM4.100 4/31 2 14 3M8.100 16/51 4 14 5M16.100 9/42 4 13 7M4.200 3/18 3 18 11M8.200 20/79 10 38 39M16.200 12/76 14 39 67M4.300 7/56 10 251 379M8.300 11/110 24 122 298M16.300 16/160 47 83 341Table 6: NJA and the Dantzig{Wolfe method



72Results for nonlinear MNETGEN problemsWe also obtained convex quadratic versions of the MNETGEN problems byadding a proximal term to the original linear objective function:fi(xi) := cTi xi + 0:05kxi � x0i k22In this case the subproblem corresponding to Step 1 of NJA is a strictly-convex ill-conditioned network ow problem. The new �-relaxation method issuccessful in e�ciently solving this type of problem. A comparison of the resultsfor the NJA using Step 2c to the results obtained by Kontogiorgis (1994) usingthe Alternating Directions method briey described in Chapter 1, is given intable 7. Again, our decomposition method compares favorably with anotherparallel approach for convex multicommodity programs.problem NJA with Step 2c Alternating Directionsiterations CPU time CPU timeM4.100 5/41 4 10M8.100 7/51 8 15M16.100 9/56 8 17M4.200 5/45 5 25M8.200 6/47 13 41M16.200 8/65 24 34M4.300 8/62 31 56M8.300 9/77 42 53M16.300 6/54 41 68Table 7: NJA and the Alternating Directions method for quadratic problems



734.3.2 The PDS problemsThe Patient Distribution System (PDS) family of problems was developed bythe Airlift Mobility Command at Scott Air Force Base. Problem PDS n modelsthe transportation of patients from a place of military conict over a period ofn days. All these problems have 11 commodities. Figure 8 gives the sizes of thenetworks for the problems that we used to test our method together with thesizes as linear programs (excluding ow capacity constraints).Problem Nodes Arcs Commodities Coupling LP SizeconstraintsPDS 10 1,399 4,433 11 1,169 16,558�48,763PDS 20 2,857 10,116 11 2,447 33,874�105,728PDS 30 4,223 15,126 11 3,491 49,944�154,998PDS 40 5,652 20,698 11 4,672 66,844�212,859Table 8: Characteristics of the PDS family of problemsWe use the following version of the augmented Lagrangian (25):L�(x; p) = KXi=1 cTi xi + 12 nk(�(Dx� d) + p)+k2��1 � kpk2��1o (37)where � is a diagonal positive-de�nite matrix. In essence, we associate a sepa-rate penalty parameter with every mutual constraint. This is motivated by thesigni�cant variation in the mutual capacity values (i.e. components of d) for thePDS problems. By updating the penalty parameters separately we can com-pute an approximate solution that violates the tighter bundle constraints lessthan the looser ones. �jj was initialized to 10 for every j and doubled in every



74iteration of the augmented Lagrangian algorithm in which at least a fourfolddecrease in the violation of the jth bundle constraint was not achieved.The initial values for the method of multipliers arex0 = argminx2B KXi=1 cTi xip0 = 10(Dx0 � d)+The multiple line search Step 2c is used to solve the coordination problem. Thecomputed objective values, number of iterations (subproblem solutions) andrunning times on the Wisconsin COW with PVM (cf. Appendix B) for the PDSproblems 10{40 are shown in Table 9. The second column is the percentage ofcoupling constraints that are binding at the computed optimal solution.Problem Optimal % Binding Number of Solutionobjective coupl. constr. iterations time (sec)PDS 10 0:267271 � 1011 21% 22 65PDS 20 0:238219 � 1011 21% 66 497PDS 30 0:213857 � 1011 22% 58 557PDS 40 0:188557 � 1011 22% 48 858Table 9: Solution results for the PDS problemsThe objective values in Table 9 are accurate to six decimal digits. Theviolation of the coupling constraints at the computed solution x� isk(Dx� � d)+k1kdk1 � 2 � 10�5or, componentwise, max1�j�n0 [(Dx� � d)+]jdj � 2 � 10�4



75An interesting question regarding the coordination Step 2c is how often thepoint (xt1 + ��1(xt+ 121 � xt1); : : : ; xtK + ��K(xt+ 12K � xtK))is being selected by the multiple line search procedure. This is a measure ofe�ciency in the sense that no step-length computation performed by any pro-cessor, is wasted. A value of 100% would mean that the \Jacobi point" thatincorporates step-length information from all the processors, is always selected.Percentages for some smaller PDS problems are given in Table 10.Problem \E�ciency"PDS 1 43%PDS 2 50%PDS 5 56%PDS 10 73%Table 10: E�ciency of step-length computation for Step 2cThe PDS problems have been quite popular as a set of test problems fordecomposition algorithms for MC. In Table 11 we compare our approach toother parallel decomposition methods that we briey described in Chapter 1.The interior point method of Schultz & Meyer (1991) uses a log-penalty bar-rier. Their computational experiments were conducted on a Sequent Symmetrymachine. Zakeri (1995) improves on the coordination mechanism of Schultz &Meyer (1991). The Thinking Machines Corp. CM-5 was used for the computa-tional work in this case. The smoothed exact penalty method of P�nar & Zenios(1992) was implemented on a Cray Y-MP with eight processors.



76Problem Schultz & P�nar & Zakeri CurrentMeyer (1991) Zenios (1992) (1995) workPDS 10 999 96 45 65PDS 20 3,043 740 253 497PDS 30 6,480 2,566 654 557PDS 40 10,440 | 1,434 858Table 11: Comparison with other parallel decomposition methods for MCThe use of di�erent computer technology doesn't allow for a direct compar-ison of our method to those just mentioned. Still, we consider the NonlinearJacobi Algorithm for the augmented Lagrangian to be competitive with theexisting methods for very large problems.



77Chapter 5
Conclusions and future research
5.1 ConclusionsIn this thesis we developed an e�cient decomposition procedure for convex mul-ticommodity network ow problems that is well-suited for parallel computation.We used the nonlinear Jacobi algorithm to minimize an augmented Lagrangianfor the problem and embedded this procedure in a standard augmented La-grangian algorithm. We considered several simple and complex coordinationprocedures for the NJA.The method was implemented in two parallel environments|the Connec-tion Machine CM-5 and a network of workstations running PVM. We testedour algorithm on two well-known families of multicommodity problems|theMNETGEN and the PDS problems. Our implementation compares favorablyto results reported for both linear and convex multicommodity problems. Weconcluded that the multiple search coordinator (an approximation to multidi-mensional search) is superior to other coordination schemes.We also developed a new relaxation method for convex network ow prob-lems (the type of subproblem generated by the NJA). This algorithm maintains



78�-complementary slackness on a subset of the arcs and exact complementaryslackness on the rest. Computational results on linear/quadratic test prob-lems based on the standard NETGEN suite demonstrate the superiority of themethod for ill-conditioned and mostly-nonlinear network ow programs.5.2 Directions for future researchIt is possible to extend our algorithm for solving multicommodity problemshaving much larger number of blocks than the number of available processors.In this case every processor is responsible for solving several problems (29) inGauss{Seidel fashion. Convergence of the nonlinear Gauss{Seidel algorithm isestablished in (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis 1989). We would like to combine ourresults with those in (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis 1989) to prove convergence underdi�erent coordination schemes.The parallel linear successive overrelaxation method of (Mangasarian & DeLeone 1987) will usually have a better convergence speed than that of a Jacobimethod. We are interested in extending the method to nonlinear objectives andperforming a comparison with the nonlinear Jacobi method.We also expect that the multiple search coordination procedure will be ableto improve the convergence speed of the NJA applied to the augmented La-grangian of the split-variable formulation of multi-stage stochastic programs(existing approaches use �xed step-length coordination with � close to one).



79This formulation typically has a large number of blocks (scenarios) so the Gauss-Seidel approach outlined above would have to be used here as well.We would also like to study further the empirical convergence properties ofthe relaxation method for convex network ow programs. Dynamic adjustmentof the partition fA0;A1g may help increase the convergence speed, in particularfor problems with dissimilar arc cost functions. Another issue that warrantsfurther investigation is how to e�ciently hot-start the method.



80Appendix A
Totally asynchronous version ofthe �-relaxation algorithm
An iteration of Algorithm 1 of Chapter 2 only involves a node in the givennetwork and its adjacent arcs. Consequently, an obvious approach to paral-lelization would be to assign a node (or a group of nodes) to each processor ina parallel computing environment. Iterations at several di�erent nodes wouldthen be able to proceed simultaneously if only iterations at independent (i.e.no two are joined by an arc) nodes were allowed to proceed concurrently. Apotential problem with this approach might be limited parallel e�ciency dueto insu�cient number of independent nodes with non-zero surplus available atany given time.Another approach (described below) removes the node independency re-quirement by allowing iterations at two adjacent nodes to be executed in paral-lel. In this case, the two nodes may set the ow on the arc joining them to twodi�erent values. As the algorithm progresses, the di�erence between the twonodes' estimates of the ow approaches zero. This algorithm may be viewed asa generalization of the totally asynchronous algorithm for linear network ow



81problems of (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis 1989), to nonlinear cost functions.At time step t any node i has the following data:� the price �i(t)� for any node j 2 �+(i)[ ��(i), the price for node j at some previous timestep (denoted by �j(i; t))� for any arc (i; j) 2 �+(i), its estimate of the ow xij(i; t) and for any arc(j; i) 2 ��(i), its estimate of the ow xji(i; t)The surplus of node i at time t is de�ned to besi(t) := bi � Xj2�+(i) xij(i; t) + Xj2��(i) xji(i; t)At any time step t node i does one of the following:� If si(t) > 0, executes an \up iteration" (with �0 = 0) and updates thevalues of �i(t), xij(i; t) for (i; j) 2 �+(i) and xji(i; t) for (j; i) 2 ��(i).� Receives messages from adjacent nodes j containing values �j(t0) andxij(j; t0) for arcs (i; j) 2 �+(i) or xji(j; t0) for arcs (j; i) 2 ��(i) wheret0 < t. It uses these values to update �j(i; t) and xij(i; t) for (i; j) 2 �+(i)(xji(i; t) for (j; i) 2 ��(i)) according to the update rule outlined below.



82Update rule: If �j(t0) < �j(i; t), do nothing. Else set �j(i; t) �j(t0). For anarc (i; j) 2 �+(i), denote the largest ow that satis�es CS together with �i(t)and �j(i; t) by yij(i; t). Now if xij(j; t0) < xij(i; t), set xij(i; t) to the projectionof yij(i; t) on [xij(j; t0); xij(i; t)]. Similarly, for an arc (j; i) 2 ��(i), denotethe largest ow that satis�es CS together with �i(t) and �j(i; t) by yji(i; t). Ifxji(j; t0) > xji(i; t), set xji(i; t) to the projection of yji(i; t) on [xji(i; t); xji(j; t0)].The initial values of (x; �) should satisfy�i(0) � �i(j; 0) 8j 6= i;xij(i; 0) � xij(j; 0) 8(i; j)together with the usual CS/�-CS conditions.The structure of the \up iteration", the update rule and the initial conditionsimply the following properties of the iterates:1. The sequence f�i(t)g1t=0 is nondecreasing and�i(t) � �i(j; t0) 8t0 � t2. �-CS is satis�ed \locally" at each node i:f�ij (xij(i; t))� � � �i(t)� �j(i; t)� f+ij (xij(i; t)) + �; (i; j) 2 �+(i)f�ji (xji(i; t))� � � �j(i; t)� �i(t)� f+ji (xji(i; t)) + �; (j; i) 2 ��(i)



833. The start node estimate of the ow on an arc dominates the end nodeestimate: xij(i; t) � xij(j; t) 8tProof: Let t be the �rst time step when the above fails. This can onlyhappen if at time t node i received a message from j causing xij(i; t)to decrease or j received a message from i causing xij(j; t) to increase.Without loss of generality assume the former. Let t0 be the time when themessage in question was sent by j. Also let s � t be the last time stepwhen j received a message from i that increased xij(j; t) and let s0 be thetime when this message was sent. We necessarily have s > t0 for otherwisexij(i; t) � xij(j; t0) � xij(j; t):Now using that xij(j; t) > xij(i; t) � yij(i; t) and the de�nition of yij(i; t)we get f�ij (xij(j; t))> �i(t)� �j(t0) � �i(s0)� �j(s)� f�ij (yij(j; s)) � f�ij (xij(j; s)) � f�ij (xij(j; t));a contradiction.4. There exists a node which never executes an \up iteration." This fol-lows from the fact that once nonnegative, the surplus of a node remainsnonnegative and from the following inequalityXi si(t) = X(i;j) fxij(j; t)� xij(i; t)g � 0 8t



84In order to establish convergence of the algorithm, the usual assumptionis needed that information in the system never becomes \too old." Using theabove Property 4, it is easy to prove in a manner similar to Lemma 1 that thenode prices converge.We now show that the ow estimates of both end nodes of each arc convergeto the same value: xij(i; t)! x�ij; xij(j; t)! x�ij:Boundedness of both sequences can be established in the same way as for thesequential algorithm. Denote the largest ow value that satis�es CS togetherwith ��i and ��j (where ��i and ��j denote the limit values for the prices ofnodes i and j, respectively) by y�ij. Using that yij(i; t) is the largest element of@fij(�i(t)��j(i; t)) and the continuity properties of the subdi�erential mappingwe get yij(i; t)! y�ij; yij(j; t)! y�ij:Three cases need to be considered:1. Both nodes i and j execute an in�nite number of \up iterations" thata�ect their estimates of the ow on (i; j). From the logic of the \upiteration" and the update rule we getlim supt xij(i; t) � y�ij � lim inft xij(j; t)which together with Property 3 establishes the result.



852. Node i changes xij(i; t) through \up iterations" only �nite number oftimes while node j changes xij(j; t) through \up iterations" in�nitely manytimes. Then fxij(i; t)g is nonincreasing for su�ciently large t and henceconverges to some x�ij. We havey�ij � lim inft xij(j; t) � x�ijso by the update rule lim inft xij(j; t) = x�ijHence fxij(j; t)g also converges to x�ij.3. Both nodes i and j change their respective estimates for the ow on (i; j)only �nitely many times through \up iterations." Hence fxij(i; t)g isnonincreasing while fxij(j; t)g is nondecreasing for su�ciently large t. Bythe update rule they can only converge to the same value (projections ofa converging sequence on a sequence of nested segments).Finally, feasibility of the common limit points for the original problem canbe established in the same way as for the serial algorithm.



86Appendix B
Parallel computing environments
B.1 The Connection Machine CM-5The Thinking Machines Corporation CM-5 is a symmetric multiprocessor that isscalable up to 16; 384 processing nodes (Thinking Machines Corporation 1991).The machine at the Computer Sciences Department of UW|Madison has 64nodes split into two 32-node partitions that operate independently of each other.A processing node is built around a Sparc-2 CPU and additionally contains fourcustom vector units, 32 MB of memory and a network interface.The nodes are connected by data, control, and diagnostic networks. The datanetwork has a \fat-tree" topology with the nodes as leaves. Peak throughput(between adjacent leaves) is 20 MB/s. The control network is a binary treeand provides services like synchronization, scan, and reduction functions. Forthe latter every node contributes a data item. These data items are combinedusing the desired (commutative) arithmetic or logic operation and the result isreturned to all nodes.The CMMD v3.1 message-passing library provides a collection of synchro-nization and communication functions. Of particular interest to us is the vector



87reduce function which takes an array in every node's memory and performs anelementwise reduction using the desired combiner operation. For example, givenarrays x0; x1; : : : ; xN�1 stored in the memory of nodes 0; 1; : : : ; N � 1, a vectorreduce with combiner add will compute PN�1i=0 xi and return it to all nodes.We use the CMMD hostless programming model in which all nodes executea copy of the same program. In our implementations no node plays a special(master) role with respect to the others; all operations are executed across allthe nodes even if this leads to duplication of work.B.2 The Wisconsin COWThe Wisconsin COW (Cluster of Workstations) is a collection of 40 SPARC-station 20 workstations. Every machine has a dual processor CPU, 64 MB ofmemory and runs the Solaris 2.1 operating system. The machines are connectedby an Ethernet network.We used the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) v3.3 package (Geist, Beguelin,Dongarra, Jiang, Manchek & Sunderam 1994) to develop a distributed versionof our code. PVM makes available a rich collection of utility functions for dis-tributed applications running on a collection of heterogeneous computers. Theseinclude creation and termination of tasks, synchronization, and communication.In our implementation the initial task creates K � 1 copies of itself (i.e. onceagain there is not a \master" task). Communication functions used include thereduction operation (which takes a data item from each task, combines them



88and returns the result to a designated task) and the broadcast operation.In our case PVM is using TCP/IP for communication. This results in veryslow communication compared to the speed of computation. It is therefore ex-tremely important (and we have made every e�ort) to limit as much as possiblethe number of calls to PVM functions that access the communication network.
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